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(+1)5103383598

A comprehensive menu of 1888 Coffee Station from Oakland covering all 1 courses and drinks can be found
here on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Michael Soldate likes about 1888 Coffee Station:
Wow, just wow! I came for the coffee but STAY FOR THE FOOD! totally blown away with the quality and unique
flavors they got! I got homade salsa with Tsaziki sauce with my spinach egg quesadilla and it was amazing! My
girl was surprised by fried fresh plantains and pesto with her eggs. Really a treat and awesome because it’s a

quick grab and go spot! read more. As a visitor, you can use the WiFi of the place free of charge, Depending on
the weather, you can also sit outside and eat and drink. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no

problem for customers with wheelchairs or physical limitations. What Devin Quinn doesn't like about 1888 Coffee
Station:

Worst cold brew coffee I've ever had. Utterly disgusting. Barista obviously didn't want to be there. Homeless
people bothering you while standing in line. Absolute trainwreck of a morning coffee experience. DO NOT

GOFood: 1/5 read more. In the morning, you can enjoy a diverse brunch at 1888 Coffee Station, freely at your
own will, The guests of the establishment are also thrilled with the large variety of differing coffee and tea

specialities that the restaurant offers. Would you rather enjoy the food in your own four walls or on a special
occasion like a big birthday party? Thanks to the in-house catering, that's no problem, In addition, you'll find

sweet delicacies, cake, small snacks and chilled refreshments and hot drinks here.
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